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Recommended mobile guidelines
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they participate. Research that forces

and legal requirements, but it also has its

operating machinery. Researchers

participants to incur costs may breach

own peculiarities.

must be prepared to allow people to

Code Rule 8, by ‘adversely affecting’ them.
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postpone the interview until they can
safely participate.

Code Rule 36 states that researchers
must take reasonable steps to protect

part, has developed Mobile Research
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in a different time zone. Market and

information. This includes information that

any researchers conducting research of
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to certain days and times through the
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This article highlights key areas with
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of disclosure if the phone is not password-

particular reference to the AMSRS Code

Standard Variation 2011’. During the week,

protected, lost, stolen. Researchers must

and Australian legislative requirements.

calls can only be made between the hours

make participants aware of this risk and

With mobile research you no longer

of 9am and 8.30pm. An interviewer may

provide information on minimising the risk.

know the location of the person who

call a person who lives in Sydney at 10am

Researchers must consider how to best to

answers the phone. They may be anywhere,

and discover that the person is in Perth,

obtain informed consent on a mobile, taking

doing anything, in any time zone. This raises

where the time is 8am. If this happens, the

into account screen constraints and the need

specific issues in relation to the AMSRS

interviewer must terminate the call at once.

to let participants view privacy policy and

Code and good research practice.

Researchers should take this into account

collection documents.

Safety is a primary concern.

In addition to the rules, the participant

when scheduling phone calls to mobiles.

Researchers must take all reasonable

The potential cost to the participant

experience is different when undertaking

precautions to ensure no harm to

is another issue. Researchers should

a mobile phone interview or completing
an online survey via mobile. Good practice
demands that researchers carefully consider
areas such as survey layout, design, length,
and the language and structure of questions,
so as to make participants’ experience as
easy and pleasant as possible. Interviewers
conducting phone interviews via mobile
should also be aware that the participant may
be overheard and be prepared to postpone
the call if privacy concerns intrude.
The GRBN guidelines also cover the
implications for researchers of using apps
for mobile research surveys, collecting
social media data via mobile and passive
data collection. Data collected passively
is still regarded as personal identifiable
information for the purposes of the Code.
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FOR MORE TIPS ON MOBILE
ETHNOGRAPHY.

The GRBN mobile research
guidelines are available on the
AMSRS website from the Resources
section in the Member Centre.
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